AFFIDAVIT
DECLARATION OF INTENTIONS AND CLAIM OF RIGHTS AND SOVEREIGNTY
I declare that:
I, Cipix Freeman, formerly known as C.C.G., and henceforth known as Cipix Freeman of the
REML.
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1 – As a free man enlightened on Earth, I intend to act peacefully for the benefit of the
community, and with the firm intention not to break the peace. That this declaration is a
claim to sovereignty protected by the inalienable rights of all souls born free, and under the
rights granted by Natural Law, by the work and grace of our Creator. That I am a divine
creation incarnated in a physical body of flesh, bones, viscera, blood and that breathes.
Who, as a divine creation, is in the possession of a sovereign and individual soul. That I have
a rational mind, that I am a living being that recognizes the Creator. That I understand that
no soul is above another soul, and by means of this oath, I declare that I know the truth and
the law:
2 – Whereas it is my understanding that, in terms of earthly existence, there is no more
supreme species of life than man. It is my understanding, that it is impossible to distinguish
a single soul from any other, and therefore all souls must be considered at all times, in all
respects and situations, equal in a reasonable and fair context. Whereas it is my
understanding that, anything and everything that in practice we are and do, derives from
the law of God. Considering that it is my understanding that any numerical grouping of such
souls, can be associated by mutual consent to live according to their cultural legacy,
interests, needs and for the benefit of the community, it should be referred to as PEOPLE. It
is my understanding that a people creates a society, which in essence is a group of
soulmates, and is defined as a group of human beings united by mutual consent to
deliberate, determine and act for a common goal and protected by rights. inalienable,
subscribed to the doctrine of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Adopted and
proclaimed by the General Assembly in its resolution 217 A (III), of December 10, 1948.
3 – Considering that it is my understanding that freedom, justice and peace in the world are
based on the recognition of the intrinsic dignity and equal and inalienable rights of all
members of the human family.
4 – Considering that it is my understanding that ignorance and contempt for human rights
have led to outrageous acts of barbarism for the conscience of humanity; and that it has
been proclaimed, as the highest aspiration of man, the coming of a world in which human
beings, freed from fear and misery, enjoy freedom of speech and freedom of belief.
Whereas it is my understanding that it is essential that human rights are protected by a
regime of law, so that man is not compelled to the supreme recourse of rebellion against
tyranny and oppression.
5 – Whereas it is my understanding that it is also essential to promote the development of
friendly relations among nations.

6 – Whereas it is my understanding that the peoples of the United Nations have reaffirmed
in a letter their faith in the fundamental rights of man, in the dignity and worth of the
human person, and in the equal rights of men / men and women / females; and they have
declared themselves determined to promote social progress and raise the standard of living
within a broader concept of freedom.
7 – Considering that the Member States have undertaken to ensure, in cooperation,
universal and effective respect for the fundamental rights and freedoms of man.
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8 – Considering that it is my understanding that a common conception of these rights and
freedoms is of the utmost importance for the full fulfillment of said commitment, for the
record, I make the following statements both about what I have in knowledge, and how I am
It has made the state feel, since the universal declaration of human rights, the Montevideo
convention and the Vienna convention have been broken towards my being.
9 – Everything is based on his perception, on man’s own will, without taking into account
God or his law, it is what is called practicing secular humanism, man decides what is good
and bad, democracy violates many times the inalienable rights that we possess. We cannot
ignorantly
pretending to believe another human being, I will give some examples:
•

Slavery is illegitimate, no man can deprive another of his freedom (not totally or
partially).

A person is any being with the capacity to have rights and duties, everything can be a
person, from my dog to a garbage container. We speak of the natural person, a natural
person is a human being capable of having rights and duties, a human being, is a human
being, are there human beings capable of being governed by others equal to him? It may be,
but the fact is that I don’t, for the simple fact that I don’t want to. Cultural identity, the fact
of belonging to a people / tribe is by affinity in terms of ideals, rituals, culture, customs and
practices, given that I am not a practitioner of secular humanism, that I know the fraud of
the birth certificate and since I do not I do more than argue against your customs, laws and
practices, my affinity towards the SPANISH STATE is null, without that affinity, without ID,
without passport, without legal name, or documents of any kind related to your state, the
only relationship that I have with the SPANISH STATE is the one that you want to impose on
me, I do not agree with the way of thinking of the Spanish, nor of SPAIN, I am apolitical
because I understand politics and it is nothing more than a tool of mass control, people
unconsciously vote waiting for a messiah to come and fix everything, or at least not make it
worse, society has become conformist, to the point that it allows corruption and sees it as
normal, when corruption that seen externally, it is nothing more than a reflection of what
society is suffering internally.
•

In a democracy, nobody owns anything, everything belongs to the collective and the
collective will regulate your property when you break your own laws, those that you
ordered the politicians to do, for example, you just have to see how you have taken
me away.
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A lot of promising notes in the past, to me and my poor parents taking over. Good people
who were not very well treated, deceived by doctors, lawyers and various public officials, in
matters relating to my being. I have been able to make mistakes in the past for being
poisoned, yet I always had a light that guided me. You will not steal covers all the other
commandments, for example you will not steal a life, you will not steal an honor, you will
not steal .. etc. And what I respect and exercise with honor. Under the Law of God. Using
trade through diplomatic and friendly relations of peace, with the other states, I understand
that I must not consent to any more grievances to my being. Demanding to get out of the
fraud and all the records made through the DNI, since the OPTT of the town has already
demonstrated and executed the trust of the town, seizing all the fraudulent corporations,
being demonstrated since 2012. Claiming my soul through the OPTT (The One People’s
Public Trust) of the town of UCC UNIDROIT AND LEX MERCATORIA and subject to the honor
codes.
I proclaim my embassies REML No A-011.006.999 (with registration number and all the
documentation which I enclose in the REML foundations, the legitimacy being
demonstrated.
In C/ La Peña, number 12 of the village 22370 Oto, of the province of Huesca, of the Iberian
Peninsula nation.
This document is written from my living being and under the language of popular
understanding and RAE without falling into deceptions of different religions, scientific,
health, legal system, all of them with their own language and code.
Also understanding that:
News to the agent, it is News to the principal and News the main one, it is News to the
agent.
I leave notified with this writing, in this office of the Oto City Council, understanding that I
am with my physical and mental faculties well, to create and manage my records in my King
James Bible 1611 and through my embassy REML No A-011.006.999, protected under the
Montevideo 1933 convention, the Treaties of Vienna, and under the declaration of UDHR.
Being fully responsible for taking care of my health. Also understanding the Essene way of
returning to God through Integral Naturism and non-invasive natural medicine. Rejecting
any other health treatment that is not under the Essene perspective and Dr. Hammer’s 5
Laws of health.
God gives us life with the right and duty not to pollute the water, the earth, he gives us the
right to breathe pure and clean air, free of heavy metals and various elements of different
toxicity.
I proclaim myself the owner of my living being and my right to life. For having been sired for
9 before delivery. To my right not to be intoxicated by various systems, such as the official
health system that advocates under the [WHO] guidelines for clearing and not for the cure
of the disease.

I have suffered in my flesh many times with malpractice from public professionals who
should have treated me with respect and not with prejudice damages.
Anyone who tries to separate me from the sacred path under bad praxis and in breach of
natural law, God’s law, will be doing a criminal act towards my being and I do not give my
consent to the introduction of any poison into my body, or heavy metals, or Fetus DNA, nor
human DNA, as in vaccines, which it comes from [fetuses obtained from abortions], nor any
instrument of any technology. As well as practices derived from allopathic treatment. For
being antagonistic to my perspective of real health.
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Demanding that the Law of God be respected and that the rulers serve the interests of the
people, as dictated by the Constitution in its 1st article, with respect to their oaths and
estates.
I appeal to the legal system to defend with the Law of God in which I am protected, the
interests of the people and all its officials who respect their oaths to the Constitution and
respect all the signed treaties and the UDHR and various conventions such as that of Bern ,
which must be respected by postal officials.
I ask human beings (in the colloquial language of the RAE) to act with honour and respect
for the living being and for life and for the benefit of peace and coexistence and the good
community. By ceasing to comply with unconstitutional orders since from Nuremberg the
Nazi
officials
did
not
serve
them
the
“I
fulfil
orders” and created a precedent. As well as officials are also obliged according to article 5.6
of their Civil Code to assume responsibility for the orders they are carrying out.
I ask that the elderly be respected and that they be truly cared for, that they are not victims
of wrong protocols that are harmful to their health, as well as that children be respected
and that all crimes committed against them be judged by God’s law. through men, through
the courts of justice. That such crimes are not allowed and all crimes against humanity stop
being committed, I appeal to the responsibility of human beings that are behind corporate
fictions, so that they respect the law (there are no interpretations) appealing to the
goodness of the majority of human beings and in the majority of hearts and good people of
good and stop extorting and being extorted, poisoned, enslaved and accomplices of fraud
and earned their energy by the legal system, through financial entities.
I own my creation and I have the authority of everything I create, as well as the right to
exchange my pictorial creations and my literary creations.
I have the right to free travel and not to be interrupted in my peace missions and in the
peace missions of my embassy / dwelling / kingdom of God REML A-011.006.999 as article
13 of the Human Rights tells us.

UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Article 13.1- Everyone has the right to move freely and to choose their residence in the
territory of a state.
Article 15 - No one will be arbitrarily deprived of their nationality and the right to change
their nationality.
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Article 21.3 - The will of the people is the basis of the authority of political power, this will
will be expressed through authentic elections that will be held periodically by universal and
equal suffrage and by secret ballot or other equivalent procedure that guarantees freedom
of vote. I own my creation and I have the authority of everything I create, as well as the right
to exchange my pictorial creations and my literary creations. I have the right to free travel
and not to be interrupted in my peace missions and in the peace missions of my embassy
REML A-011.006.999 as Article 13 of Human Rights tells us.
Article 13.1 - Everyone has the right to move freely and to choose their residence in the
territory of a state.
Article 15 - No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality and the right to change his
nationality.
Article 21.3 - The will of the people is the basis of the authority of political power, this will
will be expressed through authentic elections that will be held periodically by universal and
equal suffrage and by secret ballot or other equivalent procedure that guarantees freedom
of vote.
Article 28 - Every person has the right to establish a social and international order in which
the rights and freedoms proclaimed in this declaration become fully effective.
Article 30 - Nothing in this declaration may be interpreted in the sense that it confers any
right to the state to a group or a person to undertake and develop activities or perform acts
pending the suppression of any of the rights and freedoms proclaimed in this declaration.
Article 17.1 - Everyone has the right to property individually and collectively.
Article 17.2 - No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property. I have the right not to be
aggrieved or interrupted in my health treatments. I have the responsibility to take care of
my life and maintain my health as best as possible in divine concordance. I do not consent to
any interruption in my naturopathic treatment for my body and for God.

Legitimate notice of the living being Cipix Freeman of the REML.
To claim my soul of unique and non-negotiable light, I am alive with my physical and psychic
faculties well.
Advocating for peace and under the unique law of God, for which it has to be fulfilled with
men under the King James Bible of 1611 for the country where my embassies / dwellings /
kingdom of God are established.
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I thank God for the existence and creation of my Constitution, I am protected by his Law,
operating in commerce under the international treaties of Lex Mercatoria UCC and
UNIDROIT, which I embrace to establish international trade relations for and for peace. So in
honor, I respect and will always respect my understanding of doing good and promoting
peace, coexistence, common sense, ancestral wisdom and respecting the order of things
that are in divine agreement.
Reasons for emancipation, facts of life
Considering that it is my understanding that freedom, justice and peace in the world are
based on the recognition of the intrinsic dignity and equal and inalienable rights of all
members of the human family.
Considering that it is my understanding that ignorance and contempt for human rights have
led to outrageous acts of barbarism for the conscience of humanity; and that it has been
proclaimed, as the highest aspiration of man, the advent of a world in which human beings,
freed from fear and misery, enjoy freedom of speech and freedom of belief.
Whereas it is my understanding that it is essential that human rights are protected by a
regime of law, so that man is not compelled to the supreme recourse of rebellion against
tyranny and oppression.
Whereas it is my understanding that, it is also essential to promote the development of
friendly relations between nations.
Whereas it is my understanding that the peoples of the United Nations have reaffirmed in a
He letter his faith in the fundamental rights of man, in the dignity and worth of the human
person, and in the equal rights of men and women; and they have declared themselves
determined to promote social progress and raise the standard of living within a broader
concept of freedom.
Considering that the Member States have undertaken to ensure, in cooperation, universal
and effective respect for the fundamental rights and freedoms of man.
Whereas it is my understanding that a common conception of these rights and freedoms is
of the utmost importance for the full compliance of said Cipix Freeman of the REML
Authorized representative of the diplomatic status: A-001.006.999

You can contact me at the following email: REML.Cipix.Freeman@cipix.eu W.O.P. (without
prejudice) UCC 1,308 All rights reserved
This document is created from my living flesh and blood and Autographed:
Cipix Freeman,
With the legal fiction, legitimate and legal REML A-011.006.999 Cipix Freeman.
NUNC PRO TUNC
All Rights Reserved Without prejudice UCC 1,308
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Fingerprint Signature:
Name: Cipix Freeman of the R.E.M.L
Location: Oto, Huesca, Iberian Peninsula
(see original document signed)
Notice to agent
It is news to the principal,
News to the principal,
It’s news to the agent.

ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE PROCESS CERTIFICATE
Safe Creative S.L. certifies that it has managed the following electronic signature process and registered the following
information, on behalf of the user of safestamper.com service with name: Cipix Freeman
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